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Abstract
Virtualization architecture for appending additional system into existing operating system causes
extra hardware and software costs and requires communication method between the separated two
systems. To solve this problem, ARM TrustZone provides execution of two guest OSes on a physical
processor. This paper presents an inter guest OS communication for ARM TrustZone virtualization on
multi-core processor.
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1. Introduction
In order to add extended functions to existing operating system, a traditional approach is to append
additional system into existing system, each with its own CPU, memory, and peripherals. A new
operating system that contains extended functions runs on the appended system. This solution causes
extra hardware and software costs and requires communication method between the separated two
systems: appended and existing system. To reduce these costs and additional facilities, virtualization
is a way to run several operating systems on same hardware. Due to the lack of virtualization support
of ARM processors, virtualization in embedded system has been considered as an unrealistic solution.
However ARM TrustZone provide easy way to virtualize ARM embedded processors. Each of the
physical processor cores supports ARM TrustZone has two virtual processor execution modes, Secure
World and Normal World. Each World runs its own guest operating system separately and TrustZone
provides inter World context switching mechanism, known as monitor mode[1]. SafeG[2] is typical
example to use this technology. In this paper we present an inter guest OS communication for ARM
TrustZone virtualization on multi-core processor.

2. A communication mechanism using ARM Trustzone

Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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Figure 1 shows an inter guest OS communication mechanism. Communication process consists of
data transmission and notification. Data transmission can be read and written from the ring buffer in
the shared memory of the two worlds. In order to transfer data, a guest OS write the data to ring buffer
and notify corresponding guest OS. When the corresponding guest OS received a notification, it reads
the data from the ring buffer.
As Figure 2, notification was designed to use Secure Monitor Call(SMC) instruction and Inter
Processor Interrupt(IPI). IPI can be passed selectively to the core which a communication application
runs on. By IPI, even though our communication is designed for inter-guest OS communication, it
also supports inter-process communication (IPC). Secure World can directly send IPI to Normal world
but Normal World cannot send directly. So Normal World should call SMC instruction to change
Secure World and then send IPI to the Secure World of corresponding core.
Because of providing communication APIs per guest OS, a guest OS can be communicated the other
guest OS although an application does not know the communication mechanism: data transmission
and notification. An application can directly communicate with an application in the other guest OS
through abstraction called communication port. Communication APIs are equipped with message
buffer, callback function caller, communication port management. We use Linux as the operating
system of Normal World. Linux controls all I/O through file operations such as open(), close(), read(),
wirte(), and ioctl() functions. TrustZone driver provide an interface between Linux file operations and
communication APIs to follow the I/O way of Linux.

3. Experiments
We have ported a Linux as Normal World and RTOS as Secure World over ARM Cortex-A9
MPCore board. Table 1 shows the average time of notification between two worlds. Experiments
were performed 1000 times each, depending on notification rate.
Notification rate
(msec)
10
30
50
100
300
500

From Normal to Secure
(nsec)
190
202
190
220
223
234

From Secure to Normal
(nsec)
1082
1082
1081
1092
1081
1084

Table 1.

4. Conclusions
This paper shows an inter guest OS communication for ARM TrustZone virtualization on multi-core
processor. Communication process consists of data transmission and notification. Data transmission
can read and write the data to ring buffer in shared memory of two worlds. Notification was designed
to use SMC instruction and IPI. Secure World can directly send IPI to Normal world but Normal
World should call SMC instruction to change Secure World and then send IPI to the Secure World of
corresponding core. Communication APIs provide a communication of the other guest OS although an
application does not know the communication mechanism: data transmission and notification.
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